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INTRO

PCURINTDATE
Date of MCS8 partner interview
ASK ALL
Date should be in standard UK format DD/MM/YYYY

PCMAGE
Derived age of CM (years)
ASK ALL
Computes:PCMAGE=PCURINTDATE-HFCDOB00 (Years rounded down)
Question type Numeric 0…120

PINTRO
Partner Intro
ASK ALL

Welcome to the Child of the New Century Survey for partners. Thank you for agreeing to take part.
By taking part in this survey, you will be providing researchers with valuable information about
couples who are living together.

The survey is entirely voluntary and if you do not want to answer any question, you can simply move
to the next one. All the answers you give will be kept confidential and will not be shown to anyone
outside the survey team. You can find out more about how we keep your data private here:
https://childnc.net/privacy/

When you have completed the survey, Ipsos will email you a gift voucher as a thank you for taking
part.

Before we start, can we double check are you ^CM_FirstName CM_Surname’s partner, who is
PCMAGE?
1. Yes
2. No

PINTROF
Partner Intro
ASK IF PINTRO = 2 (no)

This survey is for the partner of CM_FirstName CM_Surname. The survey will now end so that it can
be completed by the correct person.

Please call the survey help desk on XXXXXXXX if you are unsure why you have been sent this login
code.
COUNTRY AND ETHNICITY

PCORES
Country currently reside in
ASK ALL
1) England
2) Scotland
3) Wales
4) Northern Ireland
5) Other (please write in below) {VARLAB: PCOTH – STRING 50}

PETHNICE
ETHNIC GROUP (ENGLAND)
ASK IF PCORES = 1

What is your ethnic group?
<b>WHITE</b>
1 English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British
2 Irish
3 Gypsy or Irish Traveller
4 Any other White background
<b>MIXED MULTIPLE ETHNIC GROUPS</b>
5 White and Black Caribbean
6 White and Black African
7 White and Asian
8 Any other mixed/multiple ethnic background
<b>ASIAN/ ASIAN BRITISH</b>
9 Indian
10 Pakistani
11 Bangladeshi
12 Chinese
13 Any other Asian background
<b>BLACK/ AFRICAN/ CARIBBEAN/ BLACK BRITISH</b>
14 African
15 Caribbean
16 Other Black/ African/ Caribbean background
<b>OTHER ETHNIC GROUP</b>
17 Arab
18 Other ethnic group

PETHNICS
ETHNIC GROUP (SCOTLAND)
ASK IF PCORES = 2

What is your ethnic group?
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<b>WHITE</b>
1 Scottish
2 Other British
3 Irish
4 Gypsy or Irish Traveller
5 Polish
6 Any other White ethnic group

<b>MIXED MULTIPLE ETHNIC GROUPS</b>
7 Any mixed or multiple ethnic groups

<b>ASIAN, ASIAN SCOTTISH OR ASIAN BRITISH</b>
8 Pakistani/Pakistani Scottish/Pakistani British
9 Indian/Indian Scottish/Indian British
10 Bangladeshi/Bangladeshi Scottish/Bangladeshi British
11 Chinese/Chinese Scottish/Chinese British
12 Any other Asian background

<b>AFRICAN</b>
13 African/ African Scottish/African British
14 Any other African
15 Caribbean/Caribbean Scottish/Caribbean British
16 Black/Black Scottish/Black British
17 Any other Caribbean or Black background

<b>OTHER ETHNIC GROUP</b>
18 Arab, Arab Scottish or Arab British
19 Any other ethnic group

PETHNICW
ETHNIC GROUP (WALES)
ASK IF PCORES = 3

What is your ethnic group?

<b>WHITE</b>
1 Welsh/ English/ Scottish/ Northern Irish/ British
2 Irish
3 Gypsy or Irish Traveller
4 Any other White background

<b>MIXED MULTIPLE ETHNIC GROUPS</b>
5 White and Black Caribbean
6 White and Black African
7 White and Asian
8 Any other mixed/multiple ethnic background

<b>ASIAN/ ASIAN BRITISH</b>
9 Indian
10 Pakistani
11 Bangladeshi
12 Chinese
13 Any other Asian background

<b>BLACK/ AFRICAN/ CARIBBEAN/ BLACK BRITISH</b>
What is your ethnic group?

**b>WHITE</b>**

1 White
2 Irish Traveller

**<b>MIXED / MULTIPLE ETHNIC GROUPS</b>**

3 White and Black Caribbean
4 White and Black African
5 White and Asian
6 Any other mixed/multiple ethnic background

**<b>ASIAN / ASIAN BRITISH</b>**

7 Indian
8 Pakistani
9 Bangladeshi
10 Chinese
11 Any other Asian background

**<b>BLACK / AFRICAN / CARIBBEAN / BLACK BRITISH</b>**

12 African
13 Caribbean
14 Any other Black/African/Caribbean background

**<b>OTHER ETHNIC GROUP</b>**

15 Arab
16 Any other ethnic group

**PEXEO**

Other ethnicity

ASK IF IDENTIFIES AS OTHER WHITE, OTHER MIXED, OTHER ASIAN, OTHER BLACK, OR OTHER ETHNIC BACKGROUND: IF (PETHNIC=4,8,13,16,18) OR (PETHNICW=4,8,13,16,18) OR (PETHNICS=6,12,14,17,19) OR (PETHNICNI=6,11,14,16)

Please provide the ethnic group you identify as.

String (200)
EDUCATION

PEDSE
Type of secondary school attended
ASK ALL

What type of secondary school did you attend?

1. A state school, including local authority maintained school, academy or free school
2. A state grammar school
3. An independent or private school or 6th form college (fee-paying)
4. Other

PEDSEO
Other secondary school
ASK IF ATTENDED ANOTHER TYPE OF SECONDARY SCHOOL: IF PEDSE=4

What other type of secondary school did you attend?
String (200)

PEDHI
Further education and qualifications acquired
ASK ALL

1. Doctorate (PhD)
2. Master’s degree (MA, MSc, MPhil)
3. Post-graduate diplomas and certificates (including PGCEs, law conversion course or similar, post-graduate medical qualifications)
4. First / Bachelor’s degree (BA, BSc or B.Ed)
5. Professional qualification at degree level (e.g. graduate member of professional institute, chartered accountant or surveyor)
6. A Level / A2 levels/ AS level / Scottish Highers, Scottish Higher Certificate/Cambridge PreU
7. GCSE / iGCSE / O level / SCE Standard / Scottish Nationals
8. Vocational qualification (e.g. NVQ, BTEC, HNC, HND) – please specify {VARLAB PEDHIVO – STRING: 100}
9. Diploma in higher education or other higher education qualification (e.g. CertHE, DipHE, Foundation Degree)
10. Other qualifications – please specify {VARLAB PEDHIO – STRING: 100}
11. No qualifications

PUNIDEG
Institution attended for first / bachelor’s degree
ASK IF HAS A FIRST / BACHELOR’S DEGREE: PEDHI=4
At which university did you do your First/Bachelor’s degree?
LOOK UP: learning-providers-plus
Cawi HELPSCREEN: What if I have more than one degree?
If you have more than one degree enter the university at which you obtained your first degree.

PQHons
Whether first / bachelor’s degree was single or joint honours

Was your First/Bachelor’s Degree single, joint, triple or other combined honours?
1. Single honours
2. Joint honours
3. Triple honours
4. Other combined honours

PEDGB
Grade received for first / bachelor’s degree
ASK IF HAS A FIRST / BACHELOR’S DEGREE: PEDHI=4

What classification is your First/Bachelor’s degree?
1. First class honours
2. Upper second class honours (2.1)
3. Lower second class honours (2.2)
4. Third class honours
5. Ordinary degree
6. Pass
7. Fail/No award
8. Don’t know

PSUBDEG
Subject studied for first / bachelor’s degree
ASK IF HIGHEST LEVEL OF QUAL IS BACHELOR’S DEGREE: PEDHI=4

{IF PQHons=1: “What was the subject of your degree?”;
IF PQHons=2 or 3 or 4: “What were the subjects of your degree?”}

LOOK UP LIST AND OTHER OPTION
[https://www.hesa.ac.uk/support/documentation/jacs/jacs3-detailed and OTHER [Z999]]
[IF PSUBDEG=Z999] Other – please write in below : PSUBDEG0 – STRING: 150

Cawi HELPSCREEN: “Please write in and then select your answer. If you cannot find the subject of your degree, please select ‘Other’ and specify the name of your degree in the box provided”

PEDIM
Institution attended for Master’s degree
ASK IF HAS A MASTER’S DEGREE: PEDHI=2
At which university did you do your Master’s degree?
LOOK UP: learning-providers-plus

**PEDGM**
Grade received for Master’s degree
ASK IF HAS A MASTER’S DEGREE: PEDHI=2

What grade did you receive for your Master’s degree?
1. Distinction
2. Merit / commendation
3. Pass
4. Borderline pass/Fail
5. Don’t know

**PEDSM**
Subject studied for Master’s degree
ASK IF HAS A MASTER’S DEGREE: PEDHI=2

What was the subject of your Master’s degree?
LOOK UP: LIST OF SUBJECTS [https://www.hesa.ac.uk/support/documentation/jacs/jacs3-detailed](https://www.hesa.ac.uk/support/documentation/jacs/jacs3-detailed) AND ‘OTHER’ OPTION [Z999]
[IF EDSMO=Z999: Other – please specify {PEDSMO – STRING: 150}]

CAWI HELPSCREEN: “Please write in and then select your answer. If you cannot find the subject of your degree, please select ‘Other’ and specify the name of your degree in the box provided”

**EMPLOYMENT**

**PActivity**
Current activity
ASK ALL

The next few questions are about any jobs you have and any other things that you are doing.

Which of these best describes what you are currently doing?

If you are temporarily not in work, education, or training (due to parental leave or sick leave), please tell us what you were doing immediately before this period of temporary leave.

1. Employee - in paid work
2. Self employed
3. In unpaid/voluntary work
4. Unemployed
5. Education: school/college/university
6. Apprenticeship
7. On a government scheme for employment training
8. Sick or disabled
9. Looking after home or family
10. Something else

PActivityc
Other current activity
ASK IF DOING SOMETHING ELSE: IF PACTIVITY=10

What are you currently doing?
String (200)

PWkrhrs
Whether in full or part-time employment
ASK IF EMPLOYED, SELF-EMPLOYED, IN UNPAID/VOLUNTARY WORK OR APPRENTICESHIP: IF PACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 6

Are you in full-time or part-time employment (IF PACTIVITY=3 'in your unpaid/voluntary job'; IF PACTIVITY=6 'in your apprenticeship')?
1. Full-time (30 or more hours a week)
2. Part-time (under 30 hours)

PStudyhrs
Whether studying full-time or part-time
ASK IF IN EDUCATION: PACTIVITY=5
Are you studying full-time or part-time?
1. Full-time
2. Part-time

PSickhrs
Whether temporarily or long-term sick or disabled
ASK IF SICK OR DISABLED: PACTIVITY=8
Are you temporarily sick or disabled or long-term sick or disabled?
1. Temporarily sick or disabled (less than six months)
2. Long term sick or disabled (more than six months)

PDactivity
Current activity (derived)
{DERIVED VARIABLE - ALL}
1. Full-time paid employee (30 or more hours a week) {PACTIVITY=1 AND PWKRHRS=1}
2. Part-time paid employee (under 30 hours a week) \{PACTIVITY=1 AND PWRKHRS=2\}
3. Full-time self-employed \{PACTIVITY=2 AND PWRKHRS=1\}
4. Part-time self-employed \{PACTIVITY=2 AND PWRKHRS=2\}
5. Unemployed and seeking work \{PACTIVITY=4\}
6. Full-time education \{PACTIVITY=5\} AND PSTUDYHRS=1
7. Part-time education \{PACTIVITY=5\} AND PSTUDYHRS=2
8. On a government scheme for employment and training \{PACTIVITY=7\}
9. Temporarily sick/disabled \{PACTIVITY=8 AND PSICKHRS=1\}
10. Long term sick/disabled \{PACTIVITY=8 AND PSICKHRS=2\}
11. In unpaid/voluntary work \{PACTIVITY=3\}
12. Apprenticeship \{PACTIVITY=6\}
13. Looking after home or family \{PACTIVITY=9\}
14. Other \{PACTIVITY=10\}
15. DK/REF \{PACTIVITY=-8,-9 OR WRKHRS=-8,-9 OR STUDYHRS= -8,-9 OR SICKHRS=-8,-9\}

PJINtro
Job title intro
ASK IF EMPLOYED, SELF-EMPLOYED, IN UNPAID/VOLUNTARY WORK OR APPRENTICESHIP: IF PACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 12

The next questions are about your current job. (IF PACTIVITY=11 ', which you said is unpaid/voluntary work'; IF PACTIVITY=12 ', which you said is an apprenticeship'). If you have more than one job, please think about your main job when answering these questions.

PJtitle
Job title (current or the one being trained to)
ASK IF EMPLOYED, SELF-EMPLOYED, IN UNPAID/VOLUNTARY WORK OR APPRENTICESHIP: IF PACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 12

What is \{PACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 4: 'your current job title'; PACTIVITY=11 'the job title for the unpaid/voluntary work you are doing'; PACTIVITY=12: 'the title of the job you are being trained to do'}?

String (50)

PJjobdo
Main activities in job
ASK IF EMPLOYED, SELF-EMPLOYED, IN UNPAID/VOLUNTARY WORK OR APPRENTICESHIP: IF PACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 12

Please describe in your own words what you mainly do in \{PACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 4: 'your job'; PACTIVITY=11: 'the unpaid/voluntary work you are doing'; PACTIVITY=12: 'the job you are being trained to do'}.
Please describe in detail (for example the type of work, the department you are in, and what level you work at).

String (500)

**PJOBDO_chk**
Main activities in job check
ASK IF PJOBDO<15 CHARACTERS

THIS SEEMS TO BE A VERY SHORT DESCRIPTION. PLEASE ENSURE THIS IS A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THE MAIN ACTIVITIES IN THE JOB

Is this a full description of what you mainly do?
Question type  Categorical
1. Yes
2. No (SCRIPTER: RE-ASK FROM PJobdo, SET DUMMY VARIABLE PJOBDO_chk_FLAG=2)

**INCOME**

**PPAYS**
Whether payslip consulted when answering question
ASK IF EMPLOYEE OR IN APPRENTICESHIP {PDACITY= 1,2, 12}

The next few questions are about your current gross and net pay.

You may find it helpful to consult your last payslip when answering.

Do you have this to hand, or can you view it online?

1 Yes
2 No

LOOP   START GROSS INCOME AMOUNT CHECK LOOP

LOOP PGROA TO PGROWCK UNTIL PGROWCK =1

LOOP   START GROSS NET INCOME CHECK LOOP

LOOP PGROA TO PNEGRCK UNTIL PNEGRCK =1

PGROA
Gross pay
IF EMPLOYEE OR IN APPRENTICESHIP \{(PDActivity= 1, 2, 12) OR \(pNegRck = 2, 4\) OR \(pgRowck=2\)\} 

In your main job how much is your gross pay, that is before any deductions for tax, national insurance, pension, union dues, and student loans? Include any overtime, bonuses, commissions, tips or tax refunds.

You can give a weekly, monthly or yearly amount or an amount covering another period.

Range: 0...9999997

CAWI: Please enter amount to the nearest pound (£)

CAWI helpscreen: What if I don’t know or don’t want to answer? Please provide your best estimate. If you really don’t know or don’t want to answer, leave the question blank, select next and then choose don’t know or prefer not to say.

Screen layout instructions Display on same page as PGROP

**PGROP**

Gross pay period

IF EMPLOYEE OR IN APPRENTICESHIP \{(PDActivity= 1, 2, 12) OR \(pNegRck = 2, 4\) OR \(pgRowck=2\)\} 

What period does this cover?

1 One week
2 Calendar month
3 One year
4 Other period

**PGROO**

Gross pay period – Other

ASK IF GROP IS OTHER \{PGROP=4\}

What period does this cover?

1. One week
2. Two weeks
3. Three weeks
4. Four weeks
5. Calendar month
6. Two Calendar months
7. Eight times a year
8. Nine times a year
9. Ten times a year
10. Three months/13 weeks
11. Six months/26 weeks
12. One Year/12 months/52 weeks
13. Less than one week
14. One off/lump sum
15. Other period – please write in the box below {VARLAB POGROO – STRING: 100}

**PGROW**
Computed gross pay per week
COMPUTE ONLY

**PGROWCK**
Gross income check
ASK IF {PGROW<20 OR PGROW>1500}
You have entered that you receive £{^PGROA}
(If PGROP=1 OR PGROO = 1 ‘per week’,
if PGROO = 2 ‘every two weeks’,
if PGROO = 3 ‘every three weeks’,
if PGROO = 4 ‘every four weeks’,
if PGROP = 2 OR PGROO = 5 ‘per calendar month’,
if PGROO = 6 ‘every two calendar months’,
if PGROO = 7 ‘eight times a year’,
if PGROO = 8 ‘nine times a year’,
if PGROO = 9 ‘ten times a year’,
if PGROO = 10 ‘every three months’,
if PGROO = 11 ‘every six months’,
if PGROP = 3 OR PGROO = 12 ‘per year’).
Is this correct?
1 Yes
2 No

END GROSS INCOME AMOUNT CHECK END LOOP WHEN PGROWCK =1

**PGROP4**
Period over which would most easily be able to tell main job’s gross pay
ASK IF PERIOD IS NOT PROVIDED: {PGROP= 8,-9 OR PGROO = 8,-9}
Over which period would you most easily be able to estimate your gross pay from your main job – that is before any deductions for tax, national insurance, pension, union dues, and student loans?
1 One week
2 Two weeks
3 Four weeks
4 Calendar month
5 One year
6 Other period
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**PGAWB**
Weekly gross pay (brackets)
ASK IF period covered is one week: \{PGROP4=1 OR (PGROA=-8,-9) AND (PGROP=1 OR PGROO=1)\}
Is your weekly gross pay from your main job – that is before any deductions for tax, national insurance, pension, union dues, and student loans - more than \{amount\}, less than \{amount\} or about \{amount\}? 
1. More than \{amount\}  
2. About \{amount\}  
3. Less than \{amount\}  
BRACKETS (£250, £350, £500, £650)

**PGAFB**
ASK IF period covered is two weeks: \{PGROP4=2 OR (PGROA=-8 OR -9) AND PGROO=2\}
Is your gross pay per two weeks from your main job – that is before any deductions for tax, national insurance, pension, union dues, and student loans - more than \{amount\}, less than \{amount\} or about \{amount\}? 
1 More than \{amount\}  
2 About \{amount\}  
3 Less than \{amount\}  
BRACKETS (£500, £700, £1,000, £1,300)

**PGAMB**
Gross pay for four weeks or one month (brackets)
IF period covered is four weeks or one month: \{ (PGROP4=3,4) OR (PGROA=-8 OR -9) AND (PGROP=2 OR (PGROO=4,5)) \}
Is your monthly gross pay from your main job – that is before any deductions for tax, national insurance, pension, union dues, and student loans and so on - more than \{amount\}, less than \{amount\} or about \{amount\}? 
1 More than \{amount\}  
2 About \{amount\}  
3 Less than \{amount\}  
BRACKETS (£1,000, £1,600, £2,100, £2,800)

**PGAYB**
Gross pay per year or one off/lump sum (brackets)
ASK IF period covered is one year or one off/ lump sum: \{ PGROP4=5 OR (PGROA=-8 OR -9) AND (PGROP = 3 OR (PGROO=12,14)) \}
Is your \{PGROP=3 OR PGROP4=5 OR PGROO=12: ‘annual’ \} \{IF PGROO =14 ‘one off/lump sum’ gross pay from your main job – that is before any deductions for tax, national insurance, pension, union dues, and student loans - more than \{amount\}, less than \{amount\} or about \{amount\}? 
1 More than \{amount\}  
2 About \{amount\}  
3 Less than \{amount\}  
(£12,000, £19,000, £25,000, £34,000)
**PGAOB**
Gross pay per month (brackets)
ASK IF: \{PGROP=6 OR -8,-9\} OR ((PGROA=-8 OR -9) AND (PGROO=3,6,7,8,9,10,11,13 ))
Is your monthly gross pay from your main job – that is before any deductions for tax, national insurance, pension, union dues, and student loans and so on – more than {amount}, less than {amount} or about {amount}?
1. More than {amount}
2. About {amount}
3. Less than {amount}
(£1,000, £1,600, £2,100, £2,800)

**PNETA**
Last take-home pay
ASK IF EMPLOYED OR IN APPRENTICESHIP: IF \{(PDACTIVITY = 1, 2, 12) OR PNEGRCK = 3\}
Range: 0...9999997
CAWI: Please enter amount to the nearest pound (£)
CAWI HELPScreen: What if I don't know or don't want to answer?
Please provide your best estimate. The period covered can be different to that provided for gross pay. If you really don’t know or don’t want to answer, leave the question blank, select next and then choose don’t know or prefer not to say.

**PNETP**
Last take-home pay period covered
ASK IF EMPLOYED OR IN APPRENTICESHIP: IF \{(PDACTIVITY = 1, 2, 12) OR PNEGRCK = 3\}
What period does this cover?
1. One week
2. Calendar month
3. One year
4. Other period

**PNETO**
Last take-home pay period covered – Other
ASK IF PNETP IS OTHER\{PNETP=4\}
What period did that cover?
1. One week
2. Two weeks
3. Three weeks
4. Four weeks
5. Calendar month
6. Two calendar months
7. Eight times a year
8. Nine times a year
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9. Ten times a year  
10. Three months/13 weeks  
11. Six months/26 weeks  
12. One Year/12 months/52 weeks  
13. Less than one week  
14. One off/lump sum  
15. Other period – please write in the box below (VARLAB: PONETO STRING 100)

**PNETW**  
Weekly take-home pay  

**COMPUTE ONLY**

**PNEGRCK**  
Net and Gross pay check  
ASK IF net pay is greater than gross pay (PNETW> PGROW)  
You have entered that your gross pay is £{^PGROA}  
(If PGROP=1 OR PGROO = 1 ‘per week’,  
if PGROO = 2 ‘every two weeks’,  
if PGROO = 3 ‘every three weeks’,  
if PGROO = 4 ‘every four weeks’,  
if PGROP = 2 OR PGROO = 5 ‘per calendar month’,  
if PGROO = 6 ‘every two calendar months’,  
if PGROO = 7 ‘eight times a year’,  
if PGROO = 8 ‘nine times a year’,  
if PGROO = 9 ‘ten times a year’,  
if PGROO = 10 ‘every three months’,  
if PGROO = 11 ‘every six months’,  
if PGROP = 3 OR PGROO = 12 ‘per year’ and that your net pay is £{^PNETA}  
(If PNETP=1 OR PNETO = 1 ‘per week’,  
if PNETO = 2 ‘every two weeks’,  
if PNETO = 3 ‘every three weeks’,  
if PNETO = 4 ‘every four weeks’,  
if PNETP = 2 OR PNETO = 5 ‘per calendar month’,  
if PNETO = 6 ‘every two calendar months’,  
if PNETO = 7 ‘eight times a year’,  
if PNETO = 8 ‘nine times a year’,  
if PNETO = 9 ‘ten times a year’,  
if PNETP = 3 OR PNETO = 12 ‘per year’). This means that your net pay is higher than your gross pay. Normally net pay is less than gross pay because it is the amount received after deductions such as tax, National Insurance and pensions have been made from gross pay.  

Are you sure the amounts/time periods you have entered are correct?
1 Yes, these amounts/time periods are correct
2 No – gross pay/time period is incorrect (SCRIPTER: RE-ASK FROM PGROA) SET DUMMY VARIABLE PNEGRCK_FLAG=2
3 No – net pay/time period is incorrect (SCRIPTER: RE-ASK FROM PNETA) SET DUMMY VARIABLE PNEGRCK_FLAG=3
4 No – gross and net pay/time periods are incorrect (SCRIPTER: RE-ASK FROM PGROA) SET DUMMY

END GROSS NET INCOME CHECK END LOOP WHEN PNEGRCK =1

PNETP4
Take-home pay period covered
IF PERIOD IS NOT PROVIDED: ASK IF ((PNETP = -8, -9) OR (PNETO = -8, -9)

What period was covered by your take-home pay the last time you were paid, after any deductions were made for tax, National Insurance, pension, union dues, and student loans?

1 One week
2 Two weeks
3 Four weeks
4 Calendar month
5 One year
6 Other period

PNAWB
Last weekly take-home pay (brackets)
ASK IF period covered is one week {PNETP4=1} OR ( (PNETA=-8,-9) AND ( PNETP=1 OR PNETO=1 ) )

The last time you were paid, was your weekly take-home pay more than {amount}, less than {amount} or about {amount}?

1. More than {amount}
2. About {amount}
3. Less than {amount}

(£200, £300, £400, £500)

PNAFB
Last take-home pay for two weeks (brackets)
IF period covered is two weeks {PNETP4=2} OR (PNETA=-8,-9 AND PNETO = 2)

The last time you were paid, was your take-home pay for two weeks more than {amount}, less than {amount} or about {amount}?

1. More than {amount}
2. About {amount}
3. Less than {amount}
PNAMB
Last take-home pay for four weeks or one month (brackets)
ASK IF period covered is four weeks or one month \{PNETP4=3,4\} OR \{(PNETA=-8,-9) AND (PNETP=2 OR PNETO=4,5)\} \}

The last time you were paid, was your monthly take-home pay more than \{amount\}, less than \{amount\} or about \{amount\}?

1. More than \{amount\}
2. About \{amount\}
3. Less than \{amount\}

(£400, £600, £800, £1,000)

PNAYB
Last take-home pay per year or one off/ lump sum(brackets)
ASK IF period covered is one year or one off/ lump sum \{PNETP4=5\} OR \{(PNETA=-8 OR -9) AND (PNETP = 3 OR PNETO=12,14)\} \}

The last time you were paid, was your \{PNETP=3 OR PNETP4=5 OR PNETO=12: 'annual' \} \{NETO = 14
‘one off/lump-sum’ take-home pay more than \{amount\}, less than \{amount\} or about \{amount\}?

1. More than \{amount\}
2. About \{amount\}
3. Less than \{amount\}

(£900, £1,400, £1,700, £2,200)

PNAOB
Last monthly take-home pay (brackets)
ASK IF: \{PNETP4= 6 OR -8,-9\} OR \{(PNETA=-8 OR -9) AND (PNETP=3,6,7,8,9,10,11,13)\}

The last time you were paid, was your monthly take-home pay more than \{amount\}, less than \{amount\} or about \{amount\}?

1. More than \{amount\}
2. About \{amount\}
3. Less than \{amount\}

(£900, £1,400, £1,700, £2,200)

PPUSL
Whether this is usual take-home pay
ASK IF NET INCOME GIVEN IN PNETA OR IN UNFOLDING BRACKETS: {IF (PNETA>=0) OR (PNAWB=1,2,3) OR (PNAFB=1,2,3) OR (PNAMB=1,2,3) OR (PNAYB=1,2,3) OR (PNAOB=1,2,3)}

Is this your usual take-home pay?
1 Yes
2 No

LOOP SCRIPTER: START USUAL TAKE HOME INCOME AMOUNT CHECK LOOP

LOOP PUSLA TO PUSLWCHK UNTIL PUSLWCHK = 1

PUSLA
Usual take-home pay
ASK IF LAST TAKE HOME PAY NOT USUAL PAY {PPUSL=2 OR PUSLWCHK = 2}

What is your usual take-home pay?
You can give a weekly, monthly or yearly amount or an amount covering another period.
Numeric
£ Range: 0...9999997

CAWI: Please enter amount to the nearest pound (£)
CAWI HELPSCREEN: What if I don't know or don't want to answer?
Please provide your best estimate. If you really don’t know or don’t want to answer, leave the question blank, select next and then choose don’t know or prefer not to say.

PUSLP
Usual take-home pay period covered
ASK IF LAST TAKE HOME PAY NOT USUAL PAY {PPUSL=2 OR PUSLWCHK = 2}

What period does this cover?
1 One week
2 Calendar month
3 One year
4 Other period

PUSLO
Usual take-home pay period covered – Other
ASK IF PUSLP OTHER PERIOD {PUSLP = 4}

1. One week
2. Two weeks
3. Three weeks
4. Four weeks
5. Calendar month
6. Two calendar months
7. Eight times a year
8. Nine times a year
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9. Ten times a year
10. Three months/13 weeks
11. Six months/26 weeks
12. One year/12 months/52 weeks
13. Less than one week
14. One off/lump sum
15. Other period – please write in the box below {VARLAB POUSLO – STRING 100}

**PUSLW**
Usual weekly take-home pay
COMPUTE ONLY

**PUSLWCHK**
Usual weekly take-home pay check
ASK IF {PUSLW< 20 OR PUSLW>1500}

You have entered that you receive £\{^PUSLA\} usual take-home pay [If PUSLP=1 OR PUSLO = 1 ‘per week’,
if PUSLO = 2 ‘every two weeks’,
if PUSLO = 3 ‘every three weeks’,
in PUSLO = 4 ‘every four weeks’,
if PUSLP = 2 OR PUSLO = 5 ‘per calendar month’,
if PUSLO = 6 ‘every two calendar months’,
if PUSLO = 7 ‘eight times a year’,
if PUSLO = 8 ‘nine times a year’,
if PUSLO = 9 ‘ten times a year’,
if PUSLO = 10 ‘every three months’,
if PUSLO = 11 ‘every six months’,
if PUSLP = 3 OR PUSLO = 12 ‘per year’.

Is this correct?
1. Yes
2. No I have entered my usual take home pay incorrectly

END USUAL TAKE HOME INCOME AMOUNT CHECK      END LOOP WHEN PUSLWCK =1

**PUSLP4**
Usual take-home pay period covered
ASK IF USUAL PAY PERIOD IS -8, -9 ASK IF {{PUSLP = -8, -9 } OR {PUSLO = -8, -9 }}

Over which period would you most easily be able to tell us about your usual take-home pay from your main job, after any deductions were made for tax, National Insurance, pension, union dues, and student loans?
1 One week  
2 Two weeks  
3 Four weeks  
4 Calendar month  
5 One year  
6 Other period

**PUSWB**
Weekly Usual take-home pay (brackets)  
ASK If period covered is one week \{PUSLP4=1\} OR \{(PUSLA=-8,-9) AND (PUSLP=1 OR PUSLO=1)\}

Is your usual weekly take-home pay more than \{amount\}, less than \{amount\} or about \{amount\}?  
1. More than \{amount\}  
2. About \{amount\}  
3. Less than \{amount\}  
(£200, £300, £400, £500)

**PUSFB**
Usual take-home pay for two weeks (brackets)  
ASK If period covered is two weeks \{PUSLP4=2\} OR \{(PUSLA=-8,-9) AND PUSLO = 2\}

Is your usual take-home pay per two weeks more than \{amount\}, less than \{amount\} or about \{amount\}?  
1. More than \{amount\}  
2. About \{amount\}  
3. Less than \{amount\}  
(£400, £600, £800, £1,000)

**PUSMB**
Usual take-home pay for four weeks or one month (brackets)  
ASK If period covered is four weeks or one month \{PUSLP4=3,4\} OR \{(PUSLA=-8,-9) AND (PUSLP=2 OR PUSLO=4,5)\}

Is your usual monthly take-home pay more than \{amount\}, less than \{amount\} or about \{amount\}?  
1. More than \{amount\}  
2. About \{amount\}  
3. Less than \{amount\}  
(£900, £1,400, £1,700, £2,200)

**PUSYB**
Usual take-home pay per year or one off/lump sum (brackets)
ASK IF period covered is one year \( \{ \text{PUSLP} = 5 \text{ OR} ( \text{PUSLA} = -8 \text{ OR} -9) \text{ AND} (\text{PUSLP} = 3 \text{ OR} (\text{PUSLO} = 12, 14)) \} \)

Is your usual \( \{ \text{PUSLP} = 3 \text{ OR} \text{PUSLP} = 5 \text{ OR} \text{PUSLO} = 12 : \text{‘annual’} \} \{ \text{PUSLO} = 14 \text{ ‘one off/lump-sum’} \} \) take-home pay more than \{amount\}, less than \{amount\} or about \{amount\}?

1. More than \{amount\}
2. About \{amount\}
3. Less than \{amount\}
\( \text{ (£11,000, £16,000, £20,000, £27,000)} \)

\text{PUSOB}

Usual monthly take-home pay (brackets)
ASK IF: \{ \text{PUSLP} = 6 \text{ OR} -8,-9 \text{ OR} ((\text{PUSLA} = -8 \text{ OR} -9) \text{ AND} (\text{PUSLO} = 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13)) \}

Is your usual monthly take-home pay more than \{amount\}, less than \{amount\} or about \{amount\}?

1. More than \{amount\}
2. About \{amount\}
3. Less than \{amount\}
\( \text{ (£900, £1,400, £1,700, £2,200)} \)

\text{PSEPA}

Self-employed take home income of the last 12 months
ASK IF self-employed \{ PDACTIVITY =3,4 \}

It is sometimes difficult for self-employed people to give an exact figure for their income, but could you please think about your take-home income in the last 12 months, that is the amount you personally took out of the business after all taxes and costs – about how much is this?

£ Range: 0...9999997

CAWI: Please enter amount to the nearest pound (£)

CAWI HELPSCREEN: What if I don’t know or don’t want to answer?
Please provide your best estimate. If you really don’t know or don’t want to answer, leave the question blank, select next and then choose don’t know or prefer not to say.

\text{PSEPA1}

Self-employed take home income for the last 12 months (brackets)
ASK IF amount of take home pay NOT given \{ PSEPA = -8,-9 \}
Was it more than \{amount\}, less than \{amount\} or about \{amount\}?

1. More than \{amount\}
2. About \{amount\}
3. Less than \{amount\}
PHYSICAL HEALTH

PCGHE
How would describe general health

How would you describe your health generally?

1. Excellent
2. Very good
3. Good
4. Fair
5. Poor

PCLSI
Physical or mental health conditions or illnesses lasting 12 months or more

Do you have any physical or mental health conditions or illnesses lasting or expected to last 12 months or more?

1 Yes
2 No

PCLSM
Areas affected by long standing conditions or illness
ASK IF HAS LONGSTANDING HEALTH CONDITION: PCLSI = 1

Does this/Do any of these condition(s) or illness(es) affect you in any of the following areas?

1 Vision (for example blindness or partial sight)
2 Hearing (for example deafness or partial hearing)
3 Mobility (for example walking short distances or climbing stairs)
4 Dexterity (for example lifting and carrying objects, using a keyboard)
5 Learning or understanding or concentrating
6 Memory
7 Mental health
8 Stamina or breathing or fatigue
9 Socially or behaviourally (for example associated with autism, attention deficit disorder or Asperger’s Syndrome)
10 Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) {VARNAM PCLSO 200}
11 {EXCLUSIVE} None of these
PCLSL
Whether condition/illness reduces ability to carry out activities
ASK IF HAS LONGSTANDING HEALTH CONDITION: PCLSI = 1

Does this/Do any of these condition(s) or illness(es) reduce your ability to carry out day-to-day activities?

1 Yes, a lot
2 Yes, a little
3 Not at all

PCLSP
Time ability to carry out activities been reduced
ASK IF HAS LONGSTANDING HEALTH CONDITION AND ACTIVITY IS REDUCED: PCLSI=1 AND PCLSL=1,2

For how long has your ability to carry out day-to-day activities been reduced?

1 Less than 6 months
2 Between 6 months and 12 months
3 12 months or more

RISKY BEHAVIOURS

PALDR
How often drinks alcohol
ASK ALL

How often do you have a drink that contains alcohol?

1. 4 or more times a week
2. 2-3 times a week
3. 2-4 times per month
4. Monthly or less
5. Never

PDREP
Whether taken drugs in last 12 months - list
ASK ALL

The next questions are about drugs, not including cigarettes and alcohol or prescribed medication.

Have you taken any of these drugs in the last 12 months?
1. Cannabis or Marijuana (also called Dope, Pot, Blow, Hash, Skunk, Puff, Grass, Draw, Ganja, Spliff, Smoke, Weed, Wacky Backy)
2. Cocaine (also called Coke, Charlie, ‘C’, Snow, Percy, Toot)
3. Acid or LSD (also called Trips, Dots, Flash, Smilies)
4. Hallucinogenic drugs such as magic mushrooms, salvia, trance, shrooms
5. Ecstasy (also called, MDMA, Mandy, Molly, ‘E’, Mitsubishis, Rolex’s, Dolphins, Pills, XTC)
6. Heroin (also called Brown, Smack, Skag, Horse, ‘H’)
7. Other opiates (tramadol, codeine, lean, purple drank)
8. Crack (also called Rocks, Stones, Freebase, Wash)
9. Speed or Amphetamines, (also called Whizz, Sulphate, Billy,
10. Methamphetamine (Crystal Meth, Dexies)
11. Semercon (also called Sem)
12. Ketamine (also called ‘K’, super K, Green)
13. Glue, gas (butane, lighter refills), aerosols or solvents
14. Benzodiazepines, (including, Xanax, Valium, diazepam)
15. Nitrous oxide (laughing gas, balloons)
16. Spice
17. I have never taken any of these drugs

PGAM12
Whether gambled in past 12 months
ASK ALL

Have you spent any of your <b>own money</b> on gambling in the last 12 months?  
Please include money spent on fruit machines, placing private bets (e.g. with friends), placing a bet at a betting shop or online (e.g. on football or horse-racing) and any other form of gambling.

1 Yes
2 No

PGAMP
Whether gambling caused financial problems in past 12 months
ASK IF PGAM12 = 1

In the last 12 months has your gambling caused any financial problems for you or your household?

1 Yes
2 No

PGMCR
Whether been criticized for gambling in past 12 months
ASK IF PGAM12 = 1

In the last 12 months have people criticized your betting or told you that you had a gambling problem, regardless of whether or not you thought it was true?
1 Yes
2 No

**PGMGL**
Whether felt guilty about gambling in past 12 months
ASK IF PGAM12 = 1

In the last 12 months have you felt guilty about the way you gamble or what happens when you gamble?
1 Yes
2 No

**MENTAL HEALTH**

**PPHDE**
Kessler – how often felt depressed past 30 days
ASK ALL

The next few questions are about how you have felt over the last 30 days.

During the last 30 days, about how often did you feel so depressed that nothing could cheer you up?
1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time

**PPHHO**
Kessler – how often felt hopeless past 30 days
ASK ALL

During the last 30 days, about how often did you feel hopeless?
1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time
PPHRF
Kessler – how often felt restless or fidgety past 30 days
ASK ALL
During the last 30 days, about how often did you feel restless or fidgety?

1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time

PPHEE
Kessler – how often felt that everything was an effort past 30 days
ASK ALL
During the last 30 days, about how often did you feel that everything was an effort?

1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time

PPHWO
Kessler – how often felt worthless past 30 days
ASK ALL

1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time

PPHNE
Kessler – how often felt nervous past 30 days
ASK ALL

During the last 30 days, about how often did you feel nervous?

1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time
PSATN
Life satisfaction nowadays
ASK ALL

Overall, how satisfied are you with your life nowadays, where 0 means 'not at all' and 10 means 'completely'

1. 0: Not at all satisfied
2. 1
3. 2
4. 3
5. 4
6. 5
7. 6
8. 7
9. 8
10. 9
11. 10: Completely satisfied

PEXERCISEH
Number of days per week does exercise for 30 mins or more
ASK ALL

On how many days in a typical week do you do 30 minutes or more exercise where you are working hard enough to raise your heart rate and break into a sweat?

Include exercise done through work and other day-to-day activities.
NUMERICAL
RANGE 0-7

PARENTS & FAMILY STRUCTURE

PPARINTRO
PARENTS INTRO TEXT
ASK ALL

The next questions are about your parents. We are asking these questions so that we can find out about your family background because we know that this can have a big impact on people’s experiences and circumstances throughout their lives.

As always, you can skip any questions that you don’t wish to answer.
PMALIVE
Is mother still alive
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

By mother we mean your natural or adoptive mother.

If you were brought up by someone other than your natural mother, then it is up to you whether you refer to your natural mother or this other person.

PFALIVE
Is father still alive
ASK ALL
Is your natural or adoptive father alive?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

By father we mean your natural or adoptive father.

If you were brought up by someone other than your natural father, then it is up to you whether you refer to your natural father or this other person.

PPAREL
Relationship status of parents
ASK ALL IF BOTH PARENTS STILL ALIVE: PMALIVE=1 AND PFALIVE=1

Do your mother and father live together?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

PPASEP
Age when parents separated
ASK IF PARENTS DON’T LIVE TOGETHER: PPAREL=2

How old were you when your parents stopped living together?
Numerical
0…99
PARENTAL EDUCATION AND OCCUPATION

PMQUAL
Mother’s education and qualifications
ASK IF PMALIVE = 1

Which, if any, of the following qualifications does your mother have?

1. Doctorate (PhD)
2. Master’s degree (MA, MSc, MPhil)
3. Postgraduate diploma (including PGCE)
4. Bachelor’s degree (BA, BSc or B.Ed)
5. Professional qualification at degree level (e.g. graduate member of professional institute, chartered accountant or surveyor)
6. A Level / AS level / Scottish Highers, Scottish Higher Certificate
7. GCSE / O level / SCE Standard
8. Vocational qualification (e.g. NVQ, BTEC) – please specify (VARLAB PEDHIVO – STRING: 100)
9. Higher education diploma
10. Nursing or paramedical qualification
11. Other qualifications – please specify (VARLAB PEDHIO – STRING: 100)
12. No qualifications

PMAActivity
Mother’s current activity
ASK IF PMALIVE = 1

Which of the following describes what your mother is currently doing?

If your mother is doing more than one activity, please choose the activity that she spends the most time doing.

If your mother is temporarily not in work, education, or training (due to parental leave, sick leave, furlough, or temporary closure of business because of coronavirus regulations), please tell us what she was doing immediately before this period of temporary leave.

1. Employee - in paid work
2. Self employed
3. In unpaid/voluntary work
4. Unemployed
5. Education: school/college/university
6. Apprenticeship
7. On a government scheme for employment training
8. Sick or disabled
9. Looking after home or family
10. Retired from paid work
11. Something else
PMActivityc
Mother - other current activity
ASK IF MOTHER DOING SOMETHING ELSE: IF PMACTIVITY=10

What is your mother currently doing?
String (200)

PMWrkhrs
Whether mother is in full or part-time employment
ASK IF MOTHER EMPLOYED, SELF-EMPLOYED, IN UNPAID/VOLUNTARY WORK OR APPRENTICESHIP: IF PMACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 6

Is your mother in full-time or part-time employment?

1. Full-time (30 or more hours a week)
2. Part-time (under 30 hours)

PMStudyhrs
Whether mother studying full-time or part-time
ASK IF MOTHER IN EDUCATION: PMACTIVITY=5

Is your mother studying full-time or part-time?

1. Full-time
2. Part-time

PMSickhrs
Whether mother is temporarily or long-term sick or disabled
ASK IF MOTHER SICK OR DISABLED: PMACTIVITY=8

Is your mother temporarily sick or disabled or long-term sick or disabled?

1. Temporarily sick or disabled (less than six months)
2. Long term sick or disabled (more than six months)

PMDactivity
Mother current activity (derived)
{DERIVED VARIABLE - ALL}

1. Full-time paid employee (30 or more hours a week) {PMACTIVITY=1 AND PMWRKHHRS=1}
2. Part-time paid employee (under 30 hours a week) {PMACTIVITY=1 AND PMWRKHHRS=2}
3. Full-time self-employed \( \text{PMACTIVITY}=2 \text{ AND PMWRKHRS}=1 \)
4. Part-time self-employed \( \text{PMACTIVITY}=2 \text{ AND PMWRKHRS}=2 \)
5. Unemployed and seeking work \( \text{PMACTIVITY}=4 \)
6. Full-time education \( \text{PMACTIVITY}=5 \text{ AND PMSTUDYHRS}=1 \)
7. Part-time education \( \text{PMACTIVITY}=5 \text{ AND PMSTUDYHRS}=2 \)
8. On a government scheme for employment and training \( \text{PMACTIVITY}=7 \)
9. Temporarily sick/disabled \( \text{PMACTIVITY}=8 \text{ AND PMSICKHRS}=1 \)
10. Long term sick/disabled \( \text{PMACTIVITY}=8 \text{ AND PMSICKHRS}=2 \)
11. In unpaid/voluntary work \( \text{PMACTIVITY}=3 \)
12. Apprenticeship \( \text{PMACTIVITY}=6 \)
13. Looking after home or family \( \text{PMACTIVITY}=9 \)
14. Other \( \text{PMACTIVITY}=10 \)
15. DK/REF \( \text{PMACTIVITY}=-8,-9 \text{ OR PMWRKHRS}=-8,-9 \text{ OR PMSTUDYHRS}=-8,-9 \text{ OR PMSICKHRS}=-8,-9 \)

**PMJtitle**
Mother’s job title (current or the one being trained to)
ASK IF MOTHER IS EMPLOYED, SELF-EMPLOYED, IN UNPAID/VOLUNTARY WORK OR APPRENTICESHIPS: IF PMDACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 12

What is \( \text{PMDactivity}=1, 2, 3, 4, 11: \) ‘your mother’s current job title’; PDactivity=12: ‘the title of the job your Mother is being trained to do’?

If your mother has more than one job, please think about her main job.

String (50)

**PMJobdo**
Main activities in mother’s job
ASK IF MOTHER IS EMPLOYED, SELF-EMPLOYED, IN UNPAID/VOLUNTARY WORK OR APPRENTICESHIPS: IF PMDACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 12

Please describe in your own words what your mother mainly does in \( \text{PMDactivity}=1, 2, 3, 4, 11: \) ‘their job’; PMDactivity=12: ‘the job your Mother is being trained to do’.

String (500)

**PFQUAL**
Father’s education and qualifications
ASK IF PFALIVE = 1

Which, if any, of the following qualifications does your father have?

1. Doctorate (PhD)
2. Master’s degree (MA, MSc, MPhil)
3. Postgraduate diploma (including PGCE)
4. Bachelor's degree (BA, BSc or B.Ed)
5. Professional qualification at degree level (e.g. graduate member of professional institute, chartered accountant or surveyor)
6. A Level / AS level / Scottish Highers, Scottish Higher Certificate
7. GCSE / O level / SCE Standard
8. Vocational qualification (e.g. NVQ, BTEC) – please specify (VARLAB PEDHIVO – STRING: 100)
9. Higher education diploma
10. Nursing or paramedical qualification
11. Other qualifications – please specify (VARLAB PEDHIO – STRING: 100)
12. No qualifications

PFACTIVITY
Father's current ACTIVITY
ASK IF PFALIVE = 1

Which of the following describes what your father is currently doing?

If your father is doing more than one activity, please choose the activity that he spends the most time doing.

If your father is temporarily not in work, education, or training (due to parental leave, sick leave, furlough, or temporary closure of business because of coronavirus regulations), please tell us what he was doing immediately before this period of temporary leave.

1. Employee - in paid work
2. Self employed
3. In unpaid/voluntary work
4. Unemployed
5. Education: school/college/university
6. Apprenticeship
7. On a government scheme for employment training
8. Sick or disabled
9. Looking after home or family
10. Retired from paid work
11. Something else

PFACTIVITYC
Father - other current activity
ASK IF FATHER DOING SOMETHING ELSE: IF PFACTIVITY=10

What is your father currently doing?
STRING {200}
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Whether Father is in full or part-time employment
ASK IF FATHER EMPLOYED, SELF-EMPLOYED, IN UNPAID/VOLUNTARY WORK OR APPRENTICESHIP: IF PFACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 6

Is your father in full-time or part-time employment?

1. Full-time (30 or more hours a week)
2. Part-time (under 30 hours)
Multi-code SINGLECODE

PFSTUDYHRS
Whether Father studying full-time or part-time
ASK IF FATHER IN EDUCATION: PFACTIVITY=5

Is your father studying full-time or part-time?

1. Full-time
2. Part-time

PFSICKHRS
Whether Father is temporarily or long-term sick or disabled
ASK IF FATHER SICK OR DISABLED: PFACTIVITY=8

Is your father temporarily sick or disabled or long-term sick or disabled?

1. Temporarily sick or disabled (less than six months)
2. Long term sick or disabled (more than six months)

PFDACTIVITY
Father current activity (derived)
{DERIVED VARIABLE - ALL}
1. Full-time paid employee (30 or more hours a week) {PFACTIVITY=1 AND PFWRKHRS=1}
2. Part-time paid employee (under 30 hours a week) {PFACTIVITY=1 AND PFWRKHRS=2}
3. Full-time self-employed {PFACTIVITY=2 AND PFWRKHRS=1}
4. Part-time self-employed {PFACTIVITY=2 AND PFWRKHRS=2}
5. Unemployed and seeking work {PFACTIVITY=4}
6. Full-time education {PFACTIVITY=5} AND PFSTUDYHRS=1
7. Part-time education {PFACTIVITY=5 AND PFSTUDYHRS=2}
8. On a government scheme for employment and training {PFACTIVITY=7}
9. Temporarily sick/disabled {PFACTIVITY=8 AND PFSICKHRS=1}
10. Long term sick/disabled {PFACTIVITY=8 AND PFSICKHRS=2}
11. In unpaid/voluntary work {PFACTIVITY=3}
12. Apprenticeship {PFACTIVITY=6}
13. Looking after home or family {PFACTIVITY=9}
14. Other {PFACTIVITY=10}
15. DK/REF {PFACTIVITY=-8,-9 OR PFWRKHRS=-8,-9 OR PFSTUDYHRS= -8,-9 OR PFSICKHRS=-8,-9}
**PFtitle**
Father’s job title (current or the one being trained to)
ASK IF FATHER IS EMPLOYED, SELF-EMPLOYED, IN UNPAID/VOLUNTARY WORK OR APPRENTICESHIP:
IF PFDACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 12

What is {PFDACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 4, 11: ‘your father’s current job title’; PFDACTIVITY=12: ‘the title of the job your father is being trained to do’}? 

If your father has more than one job, please think about his main job

**PJobdo**
Main activities in Father’s job
ASK IF FATHER IS EMPLOYED, SELF-EMPLOYED, IN UNPAID/VOLUNTARY WORK OR APPRENTICESHIP:
IF PFDACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 12

Please describe in your own words what your father mainly does in {PFDACTIVITY=1, 2, 3, 4, 11: ‘their job’; PFDACTIVITY=12: ‘the job your Father is being trained to do’}. 

STRING {500}

Please describe in detail (for example the type of work, the department, and what level they work at).

**PThank**
Partner outro
Ask ALL

Thank you very much for all your help. We hope it has been a positive experience, but if it leaves you concerned about anything there are organisations you can talk to.

- Citizens Advice
citizensadvice.org.uk
England: 0800 1448848
Wales: 0800 7022020
Scotland: 0800 0281456
Northern Ireland: 0289 0262532

Advice and support for general issues including benefits, housing, debt and consumer issues.

- Family Lives
familylives.org.uk
0808 800222

---
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Targeted early intervention and crisis support to families who are struggling with issues including family breakdown, challenges relationships, debt, and mental wellbeing.

- Mind
  mind.org.uk
  0300 1233393

Reliable information and support for mental health problems.

- Samaritans
  samaritans.org
  call 116123

Information and support if you are struggling to cope or experiencing suicidal feelings.

- Refuge
  refuge.org.uk
  0808 2000247

A national service for women experiencing domestic violence, free 24-hour helpline and information on rights and options.

- Respect
  mensadviceline.org.uk
  0808 8010327

Helpline offering information, advice and support to male victims of domestic violence in heterosexual or same-sex relationships.

- Talk to Frank
  talktofrank.com
  0300 1236600

Information and advice on drugs and alcohol.

- GamCare
  gamcare.org.uk
  0808 8020133

Information, advice and support for anyone affected by gambling problems themselves, or by someone close to them.

- Life Charity
  lifecharity.org.uk
  0808 8025433

Non-directive counselling and skilled listening around crisis pregnancy, pregnancy loss, abortion issues, and emotional support during pregnancy.
You can also look on our website (www.childnc.net) where there is information about sources of support and how to contact us if you need to.